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A Sport and a Pastime-James Salter 2012-06-05
The astonishing novel and “tour de force” about
a love affair in postwar France from the iconic
author of All That Is (The New York Times Book
Review). Twenty-year-old Yale dropout Phillip
Dean is traveling Europe aimlessly in a borrowed
car with little money. When he stops for a few
days in a church-quiet town near Dijon, he meets
Anne-Marie Costallat, a young shop assistant.
The two begin an affair both carnal and innocent,
and she quickly becomes to him the real France,
its beating heart and an object of pure longing.
James Salter, author of Light Years and the
memoir Burning the Days, was an essential voice
in the evolution of late twentieth-century prose, a
stylist on par with Updike and Roth who won the
PEN/Faulkner Award for his collection Dusk and
Other Stories. One of the first great American
novels to speak frankly of human desire free of
guilt and shame, A Sport and a Pastime inspired
Reynolds Price to call it “as nearly perfect as any
American fiction I know.” This ebook edition
features an illustrated biography of James Salter
including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.
A Sport and a Pastime-James Salter 2007 A Sport
and a Pastime is an astonishing performance, the
classic novel from a remarkable writer whose
sentences bristle with a singular passion. Salter
chronicles a love affair between a young shopgirl
and an American college dropout against the
backdrop of provincial France. The narrator's
cool distillation of events-real or imagined-makes
the book both lyrical and tightly, dangerously
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pitched.
A Sport and a Pastime-James Salter 2020-11-10
"As nearly perfect as any American fiction I
know," is how Reynolds Price (The New York
Times) described this classic that has been a
favorite of readers, both here and in Europe, for
almost forty years. Set in provincial France in the
1960s, James Salter's A Sport and a Pastime is
the intensely carnal story—part shocking reality,
part feverish dream —of a love affair between a
footloose Yale dropout and a young French girl.
There is the seen and the unseen—and pages
that burn with a rare intensity.
Dusk and Other Stories-James Salter 2010-07-06
First published nearly a quarter-century ago and
one of the very few short-story collections to win
the PEN/Faulkner Award, this is American fiction
at its most vital—each narrative a masterpiece of
sustained power and seemingly effortless literary
grace. Two New York attorneys newly flush with
wealth embark on a dissolute tour of Italy; an
ambitious young screenwriter unexpectedly
discovers the true meaning of art and glory; a
rider, far off in the fields, is involved in an
horrific accident—night is falling, and she must
face her destiny alone. These stories confirm
James Salter as one of the finest writers of our
time. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from James Salter's All That Is.
The Hunters-James Salter 1999 With his stirring,
rapturous first novel--originally published in 1956
--James Salter established himself as the most
electrifying prose stylist since Hemingway. Four
decades later, it is clear that he also fashioned
the most enduring fiction ever about aerial
warfare. Captain Cleve Connell arrives in Korea
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with a single goal: to become an ace, one of that
elite fraternity of jet pilots who have downed five
MIGs. But as his fellow airmen rack up kill after
kill--sometimes under dubious circumstances-Cleve's luck runs bad. Other pilots question his
guts. Cleve comes to question himself. And then
in one icy instant 40,000 feet above the Yalu
River, his luck changes forever. Filled with
courage and despair, eerie beauty and corrosive
rivalry, The Hunters is a landmark in the
literature of war.
American National Pastimes - A History-Mark
Dyreson 2016-04-14 When the colonies that
became the USA were still dominions of the
British Empire they began to imagine their
sporting pastimes as finer recreations than even
those enjoyed in the motherland. From the war of
independence and the creation of the republic to
the twenty-first century, sporting pastimes have
served as essential ingredients in forging
nationhood in American history. This collection
gathers the work of an all-star team of historians
of American sport in order to explore the origins
and meanings of the idea of national
pastimes—of a nation symbolized by its sports.
These wide-ranging essays analyze the claims of
particular sports to national pastime status, from
horse racing, hunting, and prize fighting in early
American history to baseball, basketball, and
football more than two centuries later. These
essays also investigate the legal, political,
economic, and culture patterns and the gender,
ethnic, racial, and class dynamics of national
pastimes, connecting sport to broader historical
themes. American National Pastimes chronicles
how and why the USA has used sport to define
and debate the contours of nation. This book was
published as a special issue of the International
Journal of the History of Sport.
Creating the National Pastime-G. Edward White
2014-04-10 At a time when many baseball fans
wish for the game to return to a purer past, G.
Edward White shows how seemingly irrational
business decisions, inspired in part by the selfinterest of the owners but also by their nostalgia
for the game, transformed baseball into the
national pastime. Not simply a professional sport,
baseball has been treated as a focus of childhood
rituals and an emblem of American individuality
and fair play throughout much of the twentieth
century. It started out, however, as a marginal
urban sport associated with drinking and
gambling. White describes its progression to an
almost mythic status as an idyllic game, popular
among people of all ages and classes. He then
recounts the owner's efforts, often supported by
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the legal system, to preserve this image. Baseball
grew up in the midst of urban industrialization
during the Progressive Era, and the emerging
steel and concrete baseball parks encapsulated
feelings of neighborliness and associations with
the rural leisure of bygone times. According to
White, these nostalgic themes, together with
personal financial concerns, guided owners
toward practices that in retrospect appear unfair
to players and detrimental to the progress of the
game. Reserve clauses, blacklisting, and limiting
franchise territories, for example, were meant to
keep a consistent roster of players on a team,
build fan loyalty, and maintain the game's local
flavor. These practices also violated anti-trust
laws and significantly restricted the economic
power of the players. Owners vigorously fought
against innovations, ranging from the night
games and radio broadcasts to the inclusion of
African-American players. Nonetheless, the
image of baseball as a spirited civic endeavor
persisted, even in the face of outright corruption,
as witnessed in the courts' leniency toward the
participants in the Black Sox scandal of 1919.
White's story of baseball is intertwined with
changes in technology and business in America
and with changing attitudes toward race and
ethnicity. The time is fast approaching, he
concludes, when we must consider whether
baseball is still regarded as the national pastime
and whether protecting its image is worth the
effort.
Solo Faces-James Salter 2015-06-24 Rand lives
free; lean, pure and defiant, the world has little
influence on him. His passion is climbing – the
mountains, the huge vertical faces. There, where
storms, snow, or rockfall can kill, he finds his
happiness, sometimes climbing with others,
sometimes alone. This is a novel of obsession and
where it leads. Rand, not intending it, becomes
suddenly famous for a daring rescue in the Alps.
What happens when passion is spent and what
becomes of heroes is revealed in this terse and
powerfully written novel.
Burning the Days-James Salter 1997 The author
recounts his Manahattan youth and West Point
education, his career as a combat pilot, and his
life in the glamorous, international world of the
writer
National Pastime-Stefan Szymanski 2006
Szymanski and Zimbalist pay special attention to
the rich and complex evolution of baseball from
its beginnings in America, and they trace modern
soccer from its foundation in England through its
subsequent expansion across the world.
Light Years-James Salter 2011-02-09 This
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exquisite, resonant novel by PEN/Faulkner
winner James Salter is a brilliant portrait of a
marriage by a contemporary American master. It
is the story of Nedra and Viri, whose favored life
is centered around dinners, ingenious games
with their children, enviable friends, and nearperfect days passed skating on a frozen river or
sunning on the beach. But even as he lingers
over the surface of their marriage, Salter lets us
see the fine cracks that are spreading through it,
flaws that will eventually mar the lovely picture
beyond repair. Seductive, witty, and elegantly
nuanced, Light Years is a classic novel of an
entire generation that discovered the limits of its
own happiness—and then felt compelled to
destroy it.
The Art of Fiction-James Salter 2016-03 James
Salter’s exalted place in American letters is
based largely on the intense admiration of other
writers, but his work resonates far beyond the
realm of fellow craftsmen, addressing themes-youth, war, erotic love, marriage, life abroad,
friendship--that speak to us all. Following the
publication of his first novel, Salter left behind a
military career of great promise to write full-time
and--through decades of searching, exacting
work--became one of American literature’s
master stylists. Only months before he died, at
the age of eighty-nine, he agreed to serve as the
first Kapnick Writer-in-Residence at the
University of Virginia, where he composed and
delivered the three lectures presented in this
book and introduced by his friend and fellow
novelist, National Book Award-winning author
John Casey. Salter speaks to us here with an easy
intimacy, sharing his unceasing enchantment
with the books that made up his reading life,
including works by Balzac, Flaubert, Babel
(whose prose is "like a handful of radium"),
Dreiser, Céline, Faulkner. These talks provide an
invaluable opportunity to see the way in which a
great writer reads. They also offer a candid look
at the writing life--the rejection letters, not one
but two negative reviews in the New York Times
for the same book, writing in the morning or at
night and worrying about money during the long
afternoons. Salter raises the question, Why does
one write? For wealth? For admiration, or a
sense of "importance"? Confronting a blank sheet
that always offers too many choices, practicing a
vocation that often demands one write instead of
live, the answer for Salter was creating a style
that captured experience, in a world where
anything not written down fades away. Kapnick
Foundation Distinguished Writer-in-Residence
Lectures
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The Presidents and the Pastime-Curt Smith
2018-06 "An historical yet also anecdotal and
episodic examination of the unique relationship
between the U.S. presidency and America's
national pastime"-All That Is-James Salter 2013-04-02 An
extraordinary literary event, a major new novel
by the PEN/Faulkner winner and acclaimed
master: a sweeping, seductive, deeply moving
story set in the years after World War II. From
his experiences as a young naval officer in battles
off Okinawa, Philip Bowman returns to America
and finds a position as a book editor. It is a time
when publishing is still largely a private affair—a
scattered family of small houses here and in
Europe—a time of gatherings in fabled
apartments and conversations that continue long
into the night. In this world of dinners, deals, and
literary careers, Bowman finds that he fits in
perfectly. But despite his success, what eludes
him is love. His first marriage goes bad, another
fails to happen, and finally he meets a woman
who enthralls him—before setting him on a
course he could never have imagined for himself.
Romantic and haunting, All That Is explores a life
unfolding in a world on the brink of change. It is
a dazzling, sometimes devastating labyrinth of
love and ambition, a fiercely intimate account of
the great shocks and grand pleasures of being
alive.
NFL Football-Richard C. Crepeau 2020-09-14 A
multi-billion-dollar entertainment empire, the
National Football League is a coast-to-coast
obsession that borders on religion and dominates
our sports-mad culture. But today's NFL also
provides a stage for playing out important issues
roiling American society. The updated and
expanded edition of NFL Football observes the
league's centennial by following the NFL into the
twenty-first century, where off-the-field concerns
compete with touchdowns and goal line stands
for headlines. Richard Crepeau delves into the
history of the league and breaks down the new
era with an in-depth look at the controversies
and dramas swirling around pro football today:
Tensions between players and Commissioner
Roger Goodell over collusion, drug policies, and
revenue; The firestorm surrounding Colin
Kaepernick and protests of police violence and
inequality; Andrew Luck and others choosing
early retirement over the threat to their longterm health; Paul Tagliabue's role in covering up
information on concussions; The Super Bowl's
evolution into a national holiday. Authoritative
and up to the minute, NFL Football continues the
epic American success story.
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National Pastime-Martin C. Babicz 2017-10-13
From its modest beginnings in rural America to
its current status as an entertainment industry in
postindustrial America enjoyed worldwide by
millions each season, the linkages between
baseball’s evolution and our nation’s history are
undeniable. Through war, depression, times of
tumultuous upheaval and of great prosperity –
baseball has been held up as our national
pastime: the single greatest expression of
America’s values and ideals. Combining a
comprehensive history of the game with broader
analyses of America’s historical and cultural
developments, National Pastime encapsulates the
values that have allowed it to endure: hope,
tradition, escape, revolution. While nostalgia,
scandal, malaise and triumph are contained
within the study of any American historical
moment, we see in this book that the tensions
and developments within the game of baseball
afford the best window into a deeper
understanding of America’s past, its purpose, and
its principles.
Love Game-Elizabeth Wilson 2016-05-06 Tennis
has never been played better than it is today. To
watch Rafael Nadal spin a forehand at 4000 rpm,
Maria Sharapova arabesque out of a serve,
Serena Williams utterly destroy a short ball, or
Roger Federer touch a volley into an impossibly
angled winner is to watch not only the best
players with the best coaching hitting with the
best racquets, it is to watch the culmination of an
entire history. Love Game is different from most
tennis books—it isn’t a ghostwritten biography,
and it won’t teach you how to slice your serve.
It’s a book about tennis’s grand culture, one that
unveils the sport’s long history as it lives and
breathes (or grunts) in the modern game. No one
is better equipped to tell this story than novelist
and historian Elizabeth Wilson. With a penchant
for tennis’s inherent drama, she finds its core: a
psychological face off between flamboyant
personalities navigating the ebbs and flows of
fortune in the confines of a 78 x 36–foot
box—whether of clay, grass, or DecoTurf.
Walking the finely kempt lawns of Victorian
England, she shows how tennis’s early role as a
social pastime that included both men and
women—and thus, lots of sexual tension—set it
apart from most other sports and their dominant
masculine appeal. Even today, when power and
endurance are more important than ever, tennis
still demands that the body behave gracefully
and with finesse. In this way, Wilson shows,
tennis has retained the vibrant spectacle of
human drama and beauty that have always made
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it special, not just to sports fans but to popular
culture. Telling the stories of all the greats, from
the Renshaw brothers to Novak Djokovic, and of
all the advances, from wooden racquets to
network television schedules, Wilson offers a
tennis book like no other, keeping the court
square in our sights as history is illuminated
around it.
The Sports and Pastimes of the People of
England-Joseph Strutt 1838
For The Good Times-David Keenan 2019-01-22
Sammy and his three friends are country boys
from Armagh, the disputed borderlands of a
country cannbalising itself. They love sharp
clothes, a drink, and a night on the town singing
Perry Como's classics. Their dream is a Free
State, and their methods for achieving this are
uncompromising. Heading for Belfast - ground
zero of the Troubles - they find themselves in the
incongruous position of running a comic book
shop by day. Their clandestine activities belong
in the x-rated pages of graphic fiction: burglary,
blackmail, extortion, torture, and murder. No
criminal act is too taboo for these boys. But when
punk rock arrives and the hard edge of the
decade starts to reveal its true paranoid colours,
Sammy finds himself increasingly isolated.
Camaraderie and loyalty is the fuel of a terrorist
cell. When those virtues prove faulty, the game is
up - and Sammy's world starts to radically shrink.
For the Good Times shouts and sings with
visionary intensity and gallows humour. It is not
just a book about the IRA, but an exploration of
what it means to 'go rogue', and the heartbreak
and devastation that commitment to 'the cause'
can engender. It unpacks any dewy-eyed
romance associated with the Troubles, and
establishes David Keenan as one of our
generation's most fearless and entertaining
literary stylists.
The Cactus League-Emily Nemens 2020-02-04
Named a Best Book of 2020 by NPR and Lit Hub.
A Los Angeles Times Bestseller. A New York
Times Book Review Editors' Choice "In The
Cactus League [Emily Nemens] provides her
readers with what amounts to a miniature, selfenclosed world that is funny and poignant and
lovingly observed." --Charles McGrath, The New
York Times Book Review An explosive, characterdriven odyssey through the world of baseball
from Emily Nemens, the editor of The Paris
Review Jason Goodyear is the star outfielder for
the Los Angeles Lions, stationed with the rest of
his team in the punishingly hot Arizona desert for
their annual spring training. Handsome, famous,
and talented, Goodyear is nonetheless coming
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apart at the seams. And the coaches, writers,
wives, girlfriends, petty criminals, and diehard
fans following his every move are eager to find
out why—as they hide secrets of their own.
Humming with the energy of a ballpark before
the first pitch, Emily Nemens's The Cactus
League unravels the tightly connected web of
people behind a seemingly linear game. Narrated
by a sportscaster, Goodyear’s story is
interspersed with tales of Michael Taylor, a
batting coach trying to stay relevant; Tamara
Rowland, a resourceful spring-training paramour,
looking for one last catch; Herb Allison, a
legendary sports agent grappling with his
decline; and a plethora of other richly drawn
characters, all striving to be seen as the season
approaches. It’s a journey that, like the Arizona
desert, brims with both possibility and
destruction. Anchored by an expert knowledge of
baseball’s inner workings, Emily Nemens's The
Cactus League is a propulsive and deeply human
debut that captures a strange desert world that
is both exciting and unforgiving, where the most
crucial games are the ones played off the field.
The Art of Fielding-Chad Harbach 2011-09-07 At
Westish College, a small school on the shore of
Lake Michigan, baseball star Henry
Skrimshander seems destined for big league
stardom. But when a routine throw goes
disastrously off course, the fates of five people
are upended. Henry's fight against self-doubt
threatens to ruin his future. College president
Guert Affenlight, a longtime bachelor, has fallen
unexpectedly and helplessly in love. Owen
Dunne, Henry's gay roommate and teammate,
becomes caught up in a dangerous affair. Mike
Schwartz, the Harpooners' team captain and
Henry's best friend, realizes he has guided
Henry's career at the expense of his own. And
Pella Affenlight, Guert's daughter, returns to
Westish after escaping an ill-fated marriage,
determined to start a new life. As the season
counts down to its climactic final game, these
five are forced to confront their deepest hopes,
anxieties, and secrets. In the process they forge
new bonds, and help one another find their true
paths. Written with boundless intelligence and
filled with the tenderness of youth, The Art of
Fielding is an expansive, warmhearted novel
about ambition and its limits, about family and
friendship and love, and about commitment--to
oneself and to others.
Break It Down-Lydia Davis 2008-09-16 The thirtyfour stories in this seminal collection powerfully
display what have become Lydia Davis's
trademarks—dexterity, brevity, understatement,
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and surprise. Although the certainty of her prose
suggests a world of almost clinical reason and
clarity, her characters show us that life, thought,
and language are full of disorder. Break It Down
is Davis at her best. In the words of Jonathan
Franzen, she is "a magician of selfconsciousness."
Collected Stories-James Salter 2014 With an
introduction by John Banville. From his first
published story in the Paris Review in 1968,
James Salter's stories have been universally
acclaimed. Including his two published
collections, Dusk and Other Stories (1988) and
Last Night (2005), and the previously uncollected
'Charisma', this volume contains over twenty
short stories by one of the finest writers of our
time. Concerning men and women in their most
intimate moments, struggling with loss, desire,
or the burden of memory, each indelible
narrative in the Collected Stories is marked by
James Salter's great literary grace, his ability to
show the subtleties of a character or situation
with precision, and his equally assured ability to
command reversals of fortune or shocking
revelations. 'It's the short stories which make
him one of the greatest writers of the last
century and the present one' Financial Times
'Writing that is bowstring-taut and carries
considerable punch' Sunday Times 'Salter's
stories are masterpieces of poise and clarity, so
much so that their dazzling surface stillness often
blinds you to the surprisingly bold risks' Metro
Memorable Days-James Salter 2011-07 A
collection of selected correspondence between
the two authors, detailing their personal and
professional trials, mutual admiration, and a
friendship that spanned two decades.
The Social Life of Books-Abigail Williams 2017
Cover -- Half Title -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents
-- Acknowledgments -- Introduction: Home
Improvements -- 1. How to Read -- 2. Reading
and Sociability -- 3. Using Books -- 4. Access to
Reading -- 5. Verse at Home -- 6. Drama and
Recital -- 7. Fictional Worlds -- 8. Piety and
Knowledge -- Afterword -- Notes -- Index -- A -- B - C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- V -- W -- Y -- Z
Bad Behavior-Mary Gaitskill 2012-03-13 A trade
paperback reissue of National Book Award
finalist Mary Gaitskill’s debut collection, Bad
Behavior—powerful stories about dislocation,
longing, and desire which depict a disenchanted
and rebellious urban fringe generation that is
searching for human connection. • Now a classic:
Bad Behavior made critical waves when it first
published, heralding Gaitskill’s arrival on the
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literary scene and her establishment as one of
the sharpest, erotically charged, and audaciously
funny writing talents of contemporary literature.
Michiko Kakutani of The New York Times called
it “Pinteresque,” saying, “Ms. Gaitskill writes
with such authority, such radar-perfect detail,
that she is able to make even the most extreme
situations seem real… her reportorial candor,
uncompromised by sentimentality or voyeuristic
charm…underscores the strength of her debut.”
Life is Meals-James Salter 2014-10-09 From the
award-winning author James Salter and his wife,
Kay - amateur chefs and terrific hosts - here is a
lively, beautifully illustrated food lover's
companion. With an entry for each day of the
year, Life Is Meals takes us from a Twelfth Night
cake in January to a champagne dinner on New
Year's Eve. This is a book rich with culinary
wisdom, history, recipes, literary pleasures, and
the authors' own stories of their triumphs - and
catastrophes - in the kitchen. Entries include:
The menu on the Titanic on the fatal night The
seductiveness of a velvety Brie or the perfect
martini How to decide whom to invite to a dinner
party - and whom not to The greatest dinner ever
given at the White House Where in Paris Samuel
Beckett and Harold Pinter had French onion soup
at 4:00 a.m. How to cope with acts of god and
man-made disasters in the kitchen Sophisticated,
practical, opinionated and indispensable, Life Is
Meals is a tribute to the glory of food and drink,
and the joy of sharing them with others.
Don't Save Anything-James Salter 2017
"Sentence for sentence Salter is the master." -Richard Ford, author of Let Me Be Frank with
You
Nation at Play-Ronojoy Sen 2015-10-27 Reaching
as far back as ancient times, Ronojoy Sen pairs a
novel history of India's engagement with sport
and a probing analysis of its cultural and political
development under monarchy and colonialism,
and as an independent nation. Some sports that
originated in India have fallen out of favor, while
others, such as cricket, have been adopted and
made wholly India's own. Sen's innovative project
casts sport less as a natural expression of human
competition than as an instructive practice
reflecting a unique play with power, morality,
aesthetics, identity, and money. Sen follows the
transformation of sport from an elite, kingly
pastime to a national obsession tied to
colonialism, nationalism, and free market
liberalization. He pays special attention to two
modern phenomena: the dominance of cricket in
the Indian consciousness and the chronic failure
of a billion-strong nation to compete successfully
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in international sporting competitions, such as
the Olympics. Innovatively incorporating
examples from popular media and other
unconventional sources, Sen not only captures
the political nature of sport in India but also
reveals the patterns of patronage, clientage, and
institutionalization that have bound this diverse
nation together for centuries.
West Point-Marcia Lippman 2001 Internationally
renowned photographer Marcia Lippman was
invited, in 1986, to teach as Artist-in-Residence
in the Cadet Fine Arts Forum at the United
States Military Academy at West Point. To the
surprise of this photographer known for her
ethereal, spiritually-infused work, Lippman
encountered in West Point her "visual
dreamworld -- essentially a black-and-white
backdrop with strong graphics and texture, and a
sense of history." She accepted the invitation,
and stayed on to spend a year photographing life
at the Academy: West Point is her poignant
collection of photographs of cadets and cadet life
-- parades and formations, summer camp
maneuvers, the playing fields of sports, and the
camaraderie of cadets. While Lippman's focus is
the cadets and cadet life, her work also
celebrates the grandeur and expansiveness of the
West Point geography and architecture. The
sense of place is overwhelming in her sublime
framing of the splendid, impeccable grounds, and
the monumental Academy buildings rising above
the Hudson River.
The Resisters-Gish Jen 2020 An audacious
wonder of a novel about baseball and a future
America, from the always inventive and exciting
author of The Love Wife and Who's Irish. The
time: Some thirty-five years hence. The place:
AutoAmerica--governed by "Aunt Nettie," an
iBurrito of AI algorithms and the internet, in a
land half under water. The people: Divided into
the angelfair "Netted," whose fate it is to have
jobs and live on high ground, and the mostly
coppertoned "Surplus," whose jobs have been
stripped and whose sole duty now is to consume,
living in plastic houses that talk and multicolored houseboats at the water's edge. Neither
group is happy. The story: A Surplus family--he
was once a professor, she is still a lawyer--has a
girl child, Gwen, who's born with a golden arm.
By two she can throw her toy animals straight to
the same spot every time. When AutoAmerica
and ChinRussia decide to revive the Olympics,
suddenly Gwen, who's been playing in the
Resisters League her parents have organized, is
in great demand. Soon she's at angelfair
university, Net U, falling in love with her baseball
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coach and facing questions of "crossing over,"
while her mother and her "group" are bringing
charges before the botjudge about Surplus
rights. An amazing story of a world that looks
only too possible, and a family struggling to
maintain its humanity in circumstances that daily
threaten their every value as well as their very
existence.
"The Army Isn't All Work"-James D. Campbell
2012 This book documents the origins and
development of formal physical training in the
late Victorian Army and the ways in which the
Army's gymnastic training evolved into a vital
building block of the process of turning a civilian
into a fighting man. It also assesses the nature
and extent of British military sport, particularly
regimental sports, during this period of evolution
for the Army.
The Fair Chase-Philip Dray 2018-05-01 An awardwinning historian tells the story of hunting in
America, showing how this sport has shaped our
national identity. From Daniel Boone to Teddy
Roosevelt, hunting is one of America's most
sacred-but also most fraught-traditions. It was
promoted in the 19th century as a way to
reconnect "soft" urban Americans with nature
and to the legacy of the country's pathfinding
heroes. Fair chase, a hunting code of ethics
emphasizing fairness, rugged independence, and
restraint towards wildlife, emerged as a
worldview and gave birth to the conservation
movement. But the sport's popularity also caused
class, ethnic, and racial divisions, and stirred
debate about the treatment of Native Americans
and the role of hunting in preparing young men
for war. This sweeping and balanced book offers
a definitive account of hunting in America. It is
essential reading for anyone interested in the
evolution of our nation's foundational myths.
The Fermata-Nicholson Baker 2011-08-24 Having
turned phone sex into the subject of an
astonishing national bestseller in Vox, Baker now
outdoes himself with an outrageously arousing,
acrobatically stylish "X-rated sci-fi fantasy that
leaves Vox seeming more like mere fiber-optic
foreplay" (Seattle Times). "Sparkling."--San
Francisco Chronicle.
The Philosophy of Football-Steffen Borge
2019-06-07 Human beings are the only creatures
known to engage in sport. We are sporting
animals, and our favourite pastime of football is
the biggest sport spectacle on earth. The
Philosophy of Football presents the first
sustained, in-depth philosophical investigation of
the phenomenon of football. In explaining the
complex nature of football, the book draws on
a-sport-and-a-pastime-open-road-english-edition

literature in sociology, history, psychology and
beyond, offering real-life examples of footballing
actions alongside illuminating thought
experiments. The book is organized around four
main themes considering the character, nature,
analysis and aesthetics of football. It discusses
football as an extra-ordinary, unnecessary, rulebased, competitive, skill-based physical activity,
articulated as a social (as opposed to natural)
kind that is fictional in character, and where
fairness or fair play – contrary to much sport
ethical discussion – is not centre stage. Football,
it is argued, is a constructive- destructive contact
sport and, in comparison to other sports, is lower
scoring and more affected by chance. The latter
presents to its spectators a more unpredictable
game and a darker, more complex and denser
drama to enjoy. The Philosophy of Football
deepens our understanding of the familiar
features of the game, offering novel
interpretations on what football is, how and why
we play it, and what the game offers its followers
that makes us so eagerly await match day. This is
essential reading for anybody with an interest in
the world’s most popular game or in the
philosophical or social study of sport.
Baseball in Blue and Gray-George B. Kirsch
2013-10-24 During the Civil War, Americans from
homefront to battlefront played baseball as never
before. While soldiers slaughtered each other
over the country's fate, players and fans
struggled over the form of the national pastime.
George Kirsch gives us a color commentary of
the growth and transformation of baseball during
the Civil War. He shows that the game was a vital
part of the lives of many a soldier and civilian-and that baseball's popularity had everything to
do with surging American nationalism. By 1860,
baseball was poised to emerge as the American
sport. Clubs in northeastern and a few southern
cities played various forms of the game.
Newspapers published statistics, and governing
bodies set rules. But the Civil War years proved
crucial in securing the game's place in the
American heart. Soldiers with bats in their
rucksacks spread baseball to training camps, war
prisons, and even front lines. As nationalist
fervor heightened, baseball became patriotic.
Fans honored it with the title of national pastime.
War metaphors were commonplace in sports
reporting, and charity games were scheduled.
Decades later, Union general Abner Doubleday
would be credited (wrongly) with baseball's
invention. The Civil War period also saw key
developments in the sport itself, including the
spread of the New York-style of play, the advent
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of revised pitching rules, and the growth of
commercialism. Kirsch recounts vivid stories of
great players and describes soldiers playing ball
to relieve boredom. He introduces entrepreneurs
who preached the gospel of baseball, boosted
female attendance, and found new ways to make
money. We witness bitterly contested
championships that enthralled whole cities. We
watch African Americans embracing baseball
despite official exclusion. And we see legends
spring from the pens of early sportswriters. Rich
with anecdotes and surprising facts, this
narrative of baseball's coming-of-age reveals the
remarkable extent to which America's national
pastime is bound up with the country's defining
event.
Calico Joe-John Grisham 2012-04-10 Thirty years
have passed since eleven-year-old Paul Tracy
watched his troubled father, Warren, a pitcher
for the New York Mets, clash with his childhood
hero, the Cubs' golden-boy Joe Castle, in a
contest from which no winners emerged. Now
the news that his father is dying brings the
memory of that day flooding back. Deciding that
it's time to face up to what really happened on
that baseball field in 1973, father and son make
their way to Calico Rock, Arkansas, where either
redemption or rejection awaits them.
Fox Tossing, Octopus Wrestling and Other
Forgotten Sports-Edward Brooke-Hitching
2015-06-04 For those who enjoyed the quirkiness
of Schott's Miscellany, the erudition of The
Etymologicon or the extremes of The Dangerous
Book for Boys, this is the perfect read. From
Flagpole Sitting to Hot Cockles, Edward BrookeHitching has researched through piles of dusty
tomes to bring vividly back to life some of the
most curious, dangerous and downright bizarre
sports and pastimes that mankind has ever
devised, before thinking better of it and erasing
it from the memory. After all, who would ever
want to bring back Fox Tossing, a popular sport
for men and women in 17th-century Germany? As
the name suggests, it would involve dozens of
couples pairing up and standing 20-25 feet apart
in an enclosed field, each holding one end of a
net, and then they would pull hard at both ends
as the fox ran past, sending it flying high into the
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air. There are many other sports revealed within
these pages that are unlikely ever to make an
appearance on our TV screens, such as Firework
Boxing, which is just as dangerous as it sounds.
Meanwhile, Ski Ballet may not have been so
risky, but Suzy 'Chapstick' Chaffee's signature
move - the Suzy Split (a complete forward split
while balanced on the tips of her skis) - was
probably not one to try at home. An intriguing,
entertaining and occasionally shocking insight
into the vivid imaginations of mankind across the
years, Fox Tossing, Octopus Wrestling and Other
Forgotten Sports is an unforgettable read.
One Nation Under Baseball-John Florio 2017-04
One Nation Under Baseball highlights the
intersection between American society and
America's pastime during the 1960s, when the
hallmarks of the sport--fairness, competition, and
mythology--came under scrutiny. John Florio and
Ouisie Shapiro examine the events of the era that
reshaped the game: the Koufax and Drysdale
million-dollar holdout, the encroachment of
television on newspaper coverage, the changing
perception of ballplayers from mythic figures to
overgrown boys, the arrival of the everyman
Mets and their free-spirited fans, and the lawsuit
brought against team owners by Curt Flood. One
Nation Under Baseball brings to life the seminal
figures of the era--including Bob Gibson, Marvin
Miller, Tom Seaver, and Dick Young--richly
portraying their roles during a decade of flux and
uncertainty.
Dusk-James Salter 2014-09-01 First published
nearly a quarter-century ago and one of the very
few short-story collections to win the
PEN/Faulkner Award, this is American fiction at
its most vital - each narrative a masterpiece of
sustained power and seemingly effortless literary
grace. Two New York attorneys newly flush with
wealth embark on a dissolute tour of Italy; an
ambitious young screenwriter unexpectedly
discovers the true meaning of art and glory; a
ruder, far off in the fields, is involved in an
horrific accident - night is falling, and she must
face her destiny alone. These stories confirm
James Salter as one of the finest writers of our
time.
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